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Now Is the Time to Consider Your Involvement in Epsilon Omicron’s Future

Over the past year, I have often been

reminded of my days at Sigma Nu in

that my son, Parker, has just completed his

freshman year at the University of California

at Santa Barbara. As it happens, the Sigma

Nu chapter at UCSB was kicked off campus

several years ago by Sigma Nu National for

various hazing incidents. This past year, my

son has been active in the Sigma Nu re-colo-

nization at UCSB. In their initial pledge class,

the chapter succeeded in attracting 12 new

members. In fact, as these new initiates are

activated this fall, my son will serve as their

first eminent commander. I have been work-

ing with this group of young men in planning

the acquisition of a new chapter house for

Sigma Nu at UCSB. 

Meanwhile, our struggle with the Chapter

House at USC continues. The physical defi-

ciencies of this facility are steadily growing

more dire. Now, mold issues have joined the

electrical and plumbing woes, lack of heating

and air  condit ioning,  and roof leaks as

irrefutable arguments for the reconstruction

of this facility. 

Over the past few years, I have often heard

from Sigma Nu alumni that the economy was

a strong factor in their inability to participate

in our fundraising campaign for the renova-

tion of our Chapter House. Lately, it would

appear that the national economy is improv-

ing considerably over where it was when we

began this campaign in 2007. Hopefully, the

improvement in the national economy has

reached all of you, as well.

In light of the improving economy and the

continued deterioration of the house, we are

now relaunching our fundraising campaign

and pursuing the actual renovation project

itself. I continue to work with our architect

(and Sigma Nu alumnus), Glen Bell ’91, EO
1266, to develop plans for the renovation, and

we are  pleased to  welcome Cameron
Broumand ’91, EO 1249, who will serve as

our general contractor.

In addition to the further development of our

house renovation plans, we have met with the

City of Los Angeles Department of Building

and Safety to ensure that our proposed reno-

vation will not run afoul of current building

codes. It is our intention to begin construction

on this project in May 2012, with completion

in the fall of that year.

In closing, I encourage all of you to consider

your commitment to this renovation project

and join us in the renaissance of this facility

to which we are all indebted.

Fraternally,

Bill Lanting ’82, EO 993
President

Epsilon Omicron of Sigma Nu

Holding Corporation

(310) 592-4400

blanting@earthlink.net

Campaign StatuS

at-a-glanCe

As of July 26, 2011

1,008 Active Alumni

108 Contributors

$429,000 Total Commitments

Alumni involvement and support is what ensures the

success of any chapter. Have you considered support-

ing Epsilon Omicron by serving on the alumni board? A

larger corporation allows the opportunity to spread the

responsibilities among members, enabling more alumni to

connect with the undergraduates.

If you are interested in building a legacy for Epsilon Omi-

cron by joining the Holding Corporation, please contact

Bill Lanting ’82, EO 993, at blanting@earthlink.net or

(310) 592-4400. You can make a difference in the future

of your Chapter! 

Offer Your Time and Talent to the 
Epsilon Omicron Holding Corporation
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Epsilon Omicron
HONOR OUR PAST, BUILD OUR FUTURE

Knight Society 
($100,000 and above)

William H. Lanting ’82, EO 993

Snake Society
($50,000 to $99,999)

Joy Family Gift

Matthew T. Joy ’01, EO 1433

Ken and Judy Joy

Trojan Society 
($25,000 to $49,999)

Douglas G. Holte ’81, EO 945

John C. Roberts ’81, EO 946

Sean P. Nevett ’87, EO 1130

Carlo D. Ghailian ’96, EO 1360

Epsilon Omicron Society 
($10,000 to $24,999)

Harold L. Messinger Jr. ’51, EO 529

Guy L. Muranaka ’79, EO 891

Patrick J. Ford ’81, EO 958

Daniel C. Grable ’81, EO 944

Steve A. Malachowski ’81, EO 950

Joshua L. Flaherty ’02, EO 1463

Todd Terrazas ’08, EO 1546

Sword Society 
($5,000 to $9,999)

Dean Dunphy ’43, EO 310

Jeffrey P. Jones, DDS ’74, EO 779

Dr. Brett A. Levine ’82, EO 989

Star Society 
($2,500 to $4,999)

Dean A. Swanson ’51, EO 531

John J. Schumacher ’52, EO 554

Michael B. Hugill ’72, EO 750

John R. Holmes ’79, EO 903

Thomas J. Pernice ’82, EO 990

Adam A. Kleinert ’05, EO 1510

Richard M. Pierce ’05, EO 1517

Michael Jaradeh ’06, EO 1529

Davis Lawyer ’06, EO 1535

Jonathan Plummer ’07, EO 1562

Elliott Crowe ’08, EO 1574

Brandon J. Reinus ’08, EO 1583

Scott Yeilding ’08, EO 1572

Loyal Brothers 
($1,000 to $2,499)

Jack M. Oechsel ’48, EO 469

James L. Bomberger ’49, EO 517

Roger F. Wheelis ’54, EO 580

James F. Blackstock ’68, PO 680

Bruce L. Megowan ’69, EO 698

Christopher D. Quinn ’74, EO 780

Scott A. Macdonald ’76, EO 830

Patrick M. Cavaney ’77, EO 851

Bryan L. Lynn ’79, EO 880

Brian A. Smith ’79, EO 886

David B. Ferree ’80, EO 914

Michael L. Mekjian Jr. ’80, EO 915

John C. Ogle ’81, EO 941

In memory of

Tim M. Bentley ’81, EO 943

Lee T. Kirkpatrick ’83, EO 967

Deane C. Logan ’88, EO 1166

John C. Koudsi ’93, EO 1305

Steven H. Levin ’95, EO 1340

Bradley J. Schmidt ’95, EO 1336

Geoff G. Purnell ’99, EO 1411

Zachary Murray ’04, EO 1493

Theodore Dankangin ’05, EO 1524

John W. Lynch ’05, EPO 1518

Luke D. Murphy ’05, EO 1523

T. J. Lowther ’06, EO 1537

Charles D. Tyler ’06, EO 1540

Tom Brightbill ’07, EO 1558

Matthew Carbone ’07, EO 1566

Jay Glazer ’07, EO 1554

Imran Hossain ’07, EO 1547

Nikhil Kumar ’07, EO 1543

Stephen Ladsous ’07, EO 1565

John A. McCaleb ’07, EO 1556

James Meiners ’07, EO 1553

Kevin Osman ’07, EO 1561

Kevin D. Platt ’07, EO 1559

Shaun Sakhrani ’07, EO 1557

Joseph B. Smith III ’07, EO 1552

Elliott Spelman ’07, EO 1549

Conor K. Whalen ’07, EO 1563

Bryan Beard ’08, EO 1575

Anthony J. Gentile ’08, EO 1582

Tudor Grecescv ’08, EO 1587

Nicolae Ivanesov ’08, EO 1589

Charles M. Srutowski ’08, EO 1578

Luke Taylor ’08, EO 1580

Mark Winn ’08, EO 1571

We are deeply grateful to the following Sigma Nu brothers for

committing $429,000 to the Epsilon Omicron: Honor Our Past,

Build Our Future campaign. These brothers recognize the importance

of ensuring the future of Epsilon Omicron and have demonstrated a

sense of gratitude for their personal experience. Commitments are still

needed from the rest of our alumni to achieve our goal and complete

this major project. 

All donors contributing a minimum of $1,000, over a five-year period,

will be recognized on a plaque prominently displayed in the renovated

Chapter House. If an error has been made in recording your gift, or

your name has been mistakenly omitted or listed improperly, we sin-

cerely apologize. Please advise the campaign coordinator by calling

(785) 843-1661.

Thank You, Loyal Brothers, for Committing Over $429,000

For Epsilon Omicron alumnus Cameron Broumand ’91, EO 1249,

the opportunity to become involved with the Chapter House reno-

vation plan was inspired by collegiate relationships made in the past, as

well as business ones made today. “My reasons for getting involved

with the renovation were two-fold,” Cameron explains. “Being a Sigma

Nu doesn’t stop after graduation. I saw this as an opportunity to give

back to the Fraternity and to help them succeed.”

But Cameron’s real motivation to get involved is to provide current

members and future brothers with the opportunity to have the best col-

legiate and Fraternity experience possible. “We all had great memories

and made long-lasting relationships while at Sigma Nu. Being able to

work with Glen Bell ’91, EO 1266, on the renovation project, after

being great friends as undergraduates, really symbolizes that Sigma Nu

membership doesn’t stop after graduation. I want to ensure these oppor-

tunities and friendships are available for future brothers.” 

Cameron also recognizes the house renovation as an opportunity to

strengthen Epsilon Omicron’s presence on campus and attract prospec-

tive new members. “It’s important to contribute to the campaign

because it will provide a long-lasting structure to attract new members

and ensure our Chapter’s strong presence at USC,” Cameron says. 

For his role in the renovation, Cameron will integrate talents devel-

Alumnus Applies Business Practices 

to Benefit Epsilon Omicron Renovation
Spotlight on

Cameron Broumand ’91, EO 1249



oped through his own ventures in the real estate and construction sec-

tor and tailor them to fit Sigma Nu’s needs. With construction

beginning in summer 2012, Cameron will facilitate the actual construc-

tion of the house, in addition to overseeing the performance

of the plans. 

Upon graduation Cameron became a licensed real estate

broker and started a company to buy foreclosed homes in

Bakersfield in 2009. He bought, renovated, financed, rented,

and sold more than 80 homes in the market. 

A founding member of Sugarfish by Sushi Nozawa,

Cameron serves as the head of real estate and expansion for

the company, handling all of the real estate leasing and build-outs for

the business. Closely involved in scouting and finding restaurant loca-

tions,  he coordinates the process from start  to finish. He was

responsible for supervising the build-out of the Brentwood, downtown

Los Angeles, and Marina del Rey locations and is pursuing future sites

for new Sugarfish locations.

Over the last 15 years, Cameron has overseen the manage-

ment and development of personal and family assets which

include shopping centers, apartment buildings, and self-stor-

age facilities. He also headed the development of Safe

Storage, a 75,000-square-foot storage facility in Van Nuys,

California.

Cameron resides in Los Angeles, with his wife, Mary-Beth,

and their three children: Cami, Luke, and Olivia. In his free

time, he enjoys playing golf and spending time with his family. To con-

tact Cameron, e-mail him at cameron@sushinozawa.com. 

GlEN BEll ’91, EO 1266, STrIvES TO SECurE SIGma Nu

lEGaCY aNd ShOwCaSE EpSIlON OmICrON prIdE

Brian Bechtel

Campbell, Calif. 

Ryan Boyd

Orange, Calif.

Ross Dautel

Walnut Creek, Calif.

Michael Estrada

Alhambra, Calif.

Ryan Hendrickson

Duxbury, Mass.

Taylor Hopkins

Palo Alto, Calif.

(Brother Jared Hopkins,

Beta Chi, Iota 958)

Charles Jimenez

Lake Forest, Ill.

Evan Leach

Littleton, Colo.

Trevor Oechsel

Kentfield, Calif. 

(Grandfather Jack Oechsel

’48, EO 469)

Alex Rocca

Troy, Mich.

Yaron Steinfeld

Washington, D.C.

Colburn Trutter

Lake Forest, Ill

Patrick Vorwerck

Newport Beach, Calif.

Dave Warren

Boulder, Colo.

S
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Like all alumni of Epsilon Omicron, Glen Bell
’91, EO 1266, can look back at his time spent

in the Chapter House with fond memories; but sim-
ply looking back at past memories of the house
wasn’t enough for Glen. “It’s something I’ve
always wanted to do, to go back and renovate a
house I’ve lived in. It just felt like a good close to
the circle,” Glen explains. Since being approached
by Bill Lanting ’82, EO 993, in 2006, Glen has
been able to live out this wish by serving as the
principal architect and design lead for the renova-
tion project. “It’s something I felt I could give some
good sensibility to,” Glen says. “Bill wanted to look
to something more modern and that really piqued
my interest. We wanted to create an image that
would set us apart from the other fraternities on the
row, to showcase our individuality.”

Sigma Nu’s individuality originally attracted Glen
to the Chapter. “I already knew some gentlemen in
the house; they seemed like good guys, different
from the usual stereotype of a fraternity. It’s a
unique opportunity, getting to live in a fraternity
house. You share so many experiences and make so
many memories during your time in the house. The
camaraderie between the brothers and the excite-
ment of so many people living in one house are
some of my favorite memories.” 

Glen and the designers are looking to the new struc-
ture as a way to capitalize on this opportunity and
set it apart from other fraternities on campus. “We
wanted to leave everyone with a comfortable living
environment, to make it nice but also provide space
that was useful to everyone,” Glen says. “From the
technical stand point, it’s a unique opportunity to
mix public space with private. We wanted to
improve upon the individual living conditions,
while at the same time make it stand out for the
people visiting.” 

“We want to create something everyone can be
proud of—a place that members can be proud to
live in and call home,” Glen states as a driving
force behind the need for the renovations. It’s also
an opportunity for brothers to help the Chapter in a
long-term fashion. “As something to give towards,

this is probably one of the more lasting things. It’s
an opportunity to contribute to Sigma Nu’s legacy
at USC.”

After receiving his B.S. in architecture from USC,
Glen led numerous restaurant design projects
throughout the west, including San Francisco, Las
Vegas, and Los Angeles, with Ralph Gentile Archi-
tects. In 1999 he founded DEX, a multidisciplinary
design studio that has completed 30 residential,
restaurant, and retail projects in the Venice, Santa
Monica, Pacific Palisades, and Encino areas. DEX
Studio completed Sugarfish in Santa Monica and a
new Sugarfish restaurant located in West Hollywood.

Building upon the relationships formed while at
Epsilon Omicron, Glen continues works alongside
pledge brother Cameron Broumand ’91, EO 1249
in his regular business partnership between DEX
and Sugarfish. This opportunity to strengthen the
bonds built while at Sigma Nu is an opportunity
Glen hopes to pass along to future Sigma Nus at
USC. Glen hopes that by lending his professional
experience to the project, he can make this renova-
tion a reality. 

Glen and his wife, Denise, reside in Los Angeles
with their two children, Lily and Rhys. He enjoys
biking to the nearby beach and spending time with
his family. To contact Glen, e-mail him at glen@
studiodex.com.
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Save the date
“Old Man” Golf Tournament

September 23 at 11 a.m.

Join us for the 25th annual USC Sigma

Nu “Old Man” golf  tournament  on 

Friday, September 23, at Arroyo Trabuco

Golf Course. Lunch is provided and begins

at 11 a.m., with tee times beginning at

noon. The event will wrap up around 4:15

with course-side drinks and hors d’oeuvre,

followed by dinner at a local restaurant. For

questions or more information, please 

contact Chris Schaller ’81, EO 0982, at

cschaller@comade.com. 

This spring Epsilon Omicron achieved great
success in pursuing excellence with honor. In

the past semester, we continued a tradition of
greatness and improved our commitment to broth-
erhood, scholarship, philanthropy, and honor. 

Epsilon Omicron Earns Second Highest
G.P.A. among All Fraternities

For the spring semester our Chapter reached new
heights, earning a G.P.A. of 3.26, the second
highest fraternity G.P.A. on the row and higher
than the all-undergraduate G.P.A. The brothers
continue to improve our dedication to scholar-
ship as new initiatives, such as the mentor
program, increase academic performance.

Philanthropy Raises More Than $3,000 
to Aid the Recovery of 

Brother Jackson Roddy ’11

Sigma Nu’s enthusiasm for philanthropy was
one to be proud of this past semester. If you
were not aware, one of our brothers, Jackson
Roddy ’11, fell from a six-story building last
fall and miraculously survived. Sigma Nu, led
by Philanthropy Chairmen Neil Schreiber ’09,
EO 1624, and Andrew Henry ’09, EO 1638,
organized the philanthropy Score for Jackson, a
soccer tournament that raised more than $3,000
to benefit Craig Hospital, which went beyond
the call of duty to aid Jackson in his recovery.

We proudly initiated 14 members into the
brotherhood, bringing total membership to
more than 130 actives.

Intramural Success

Sigma Nu’s superiority in athletics remains
strong, with notable victories in the past year in
the inter-fraternal basketball championship and
Alpha Phi basketball competition. The competi-
tive spirit of the brothers is hard to miss as
Chapter members participate in almost every
intramural and philanthropic sport.

We would like to express gratitude for the con-
tinued support we receive from parents and
alumni. Brothers thoroughly enjoy the reno-
vated TV room, dining hall, and gym. A special
thank-you goes out to Stephanie Ladsous,
whose dedication as Mother’s Club president
for the past two years will not be forgotten, as

she passed the torch to my mother,  Roni
Mueller. Furthermore, Epsilon Omicron owes a
great deal of gratitude to Bill Lanting ’82, EO
993, who as Holding Corporation president has
led the fundraising effort for the house renova-
tion and works to keep the daily operations of
the house running smoothly. 

Overall, Sigma Nu has built upon a long-lasting
tradition of strong brotherhood and commitment
to honor. I know with the amazing support that
Epsilon Omicron has received from both parents
and alumni, we will continue to improve and
establish ourselves as one of the best fraternities
at USC. 

Love, Honor, Truth,
Aaron Mueller ’09, EO 1621
Eminent Commander
(818) 577-9241 • Aaron.J.Mueller@gmail.com

Academic and Philanthropic Success Shows a Promising Future in Store for Epsilon Omicron

Spring Initiation Brings Total Membership to More Than 130 Active Brothers

Alpha Phi celebrated their dominant performance

at Sigma Nu’s philanthropy, Score for Jackson.

Graduating seniors at Jonathan’s Club 

during the annual Plaque Banquet. 


